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IMLS and COSLA Announce Project to
Develop Public Library Data and Outcomes
Action Plan Article Submitted by MaryLei Barclay
Institute of Museum and
Library Services (IMLS)
(Released 10/7/2016) IMLS and the Chief Officers of State Library Agencies (COSLA) have begun a
project to examine, evaluate, and map the landscape of public library data
collection in the United
States. The Measures that
Matter Project will develop
a Library Data and Outcomes Action Plan with
key library stakeholder
groups for a more coordinated approach to the collection of public library
data nationally. The project’s ultimate goal is to
effect a framework within
which outcomes, outputs,
and indicators can be
drawn upon to consistently
and effectively demonstrate the role, value, and
impact of public libraries.

Thousands of public libraries diligently contribute to data collection efforts each year. While the
value of data collection to
measure library impact is
broadly recognized, concerns have emerged about
the proliferation of surveys in recent years.
There is a lack of coordination between collection
organizations, resulting in
a greater burden for local
libraries, duplication of
efforts, and uncertainty
about the sustainability
and long-term access to
data.

FALL Die-Cuts
& Discards

Check out our website
for more shape choices.

Measures that Matter is a
first step aimed at building bridges between data
collection activities of
various organizations. It
will engage broadly with
the library field and pro-

Info Submitted by Paula Stanaway

We have FALL Die-cuts!
We will cut them for you!
Call and ask for Paula if
you are interested!
Or just send colored paper
along with your choices of
shapes and amounts you
would like.

Just in Time for
Halloween! Five
Deadtime Stories

mote a greater understanding of the issues related to
library data. And it will
help ensure that data collected reflects the 21st century library.
“The authorizing statute of
the Institute of Museum
and Library Services directs us to take an active
role in library research and
data collection, and as administrator of the Public
Library Survey, IMLS is
responsible for the most
comprehensive annual library collection effort in
the country,” said IMLS
Director Dr. Kathryn K.
Matthew. “Our survey is
only one piece of the puzzle, however. Until we have
better coordination and
planning among all data
collecting organizations,
there will be… Article

Books up for grabs. They
have been withdrawn
from our collection. First
to email Paula Stanaway
gets them!
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Kids & Teens
Broadcast

Articles Submitted by MaryLei Barclay

Work on This Cool Creative Technology Project With Kids This
Fall—MN State Library Services—
The 90-Second Newberry Film Festival is an annual video contest in
which kid filmmakers make movies
that creatively tell the entire stories
of Newbery-winning books in ninety
seconds or less. Making a film is a
fun, creative and multi-faced educational exercise that builds 21st century skills. Entries are accepted yearround, so this is an ideal project to
keep kids engaged with learning in a
fun, creative way.
Make your own animated film
through the upcoming From Page to
Screen Workshop presented at the
Saint Paul Neighborhood Network
(SPNN), 550 Vandalia Street Suite
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170, on October 20 from 9am12pm. Learn creative techniques to
set the scene and animate using
materials such as clay, felt, shoe
boxes, and more. The experts at
SPNN will guide you step-by-step
through the creation of a 90-second
stop-motion animation. Please share
this workshop flier to help spread the
word to the kids and families that use
your library.
Call for online articles: Library
Spaces for Children & Young
Adults—IFLA (Released 10/10/2016)
- Children and Young Adults Department is often the colorful cozy haven
in the library. Libraries designed for
children and YA awake imagination
and welcome all visitors. The goal is
to provide inviting, inspiring and safe
library premises, whether it’s efficient room for studying, creative surroundings for story telling or just
enough flexible space to hang out
with friends. IFLA Section Libraries

The Health Effects
of 3D Printing

copyrighted works, are often considered. However, discussion of the
health hazards associated with 3D
printing is rare.

American Libraries by Sharon Roney,
Amelia Klein and Andrew Hart
(Released 10/11/2016) - As makerspaces and fab labs increase in popularity, more and more libraries are
adding 3D-printing capabilities. According to a 2015 ALA report, 428
public library branches have made
this technology available. Some potential issues of 3D printing, such as
the threat of printing weapons and

Several studies have shown that 3D
printers produce high amounts of
ultrafine particles (UFPs) and volatile organic compounds (VOCs) while
in use, and that these particles and
vapors are detectable for many hours
after the printers have been shut off.
UFPs have been linked to adverse
health conditions, such as asthma
and cardiovascular issues, because
they can pass through the lungs and
travel to other organs. They can also

Article Submitted by MaryLei Barclay

It’s a LEGACY
Thing
By Alexis Leitgeb

Memory Wire Jewelry with artist Jennifer Anfinson—
November 7-19 at various locations—Join us for this creative 90minute art program geared toward
patrons ages 16 years old and up.
Learn about Memory Wire in jewelry,
from techniques, to tools and sup-

for Children and Young
Adults is looking for articles
about innovative use of library spaces: safe and inspiring atmosphere, (re)designing the department,
reconstruction, building… What can
be done with very little money? DIY,
cooperating with users? How to
start planning a brand new library
or department? How to involve patrons to planning? We are looking
for examples that can be easily
benchmarked or just wonderful
places to see and admire. Submit
your proposal (few lines about the
content, key words and your contact
info) to editorial board latest on October 24th to
ulla.potsonen@gmail.com
The reply regarding acceptance will
be sent on November 1st and the
final deadline of articles will be November 20th. Information

transfer toxic material into the
body, including blood and tissue
cells. The US Environmental Protection Administration has classified many VOCs as toxic air pollutants. Exposure to certain VOCs,
such as benzene and methylene
chloride, has been linked to cancer.
UFPs and VOCs are produced by
thermal decomposition when a 3D
printer heats and melts a plastic
filament. The most popular filaments used in 3D printing are acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS)
and polyactic-acid (PLA) filaments.
Article

plies, and use what you learn to create a beautiful bracelet! All supplies
will be provided. Feel free to bring
special charms,
beads, etc. to add to
your design.

Anfinson’s background in the jewelry industry includes jewelry design, diamond appraising, goldsmithing, and repair.

Jen Anfinson teaches
classes on creative
endeavors all over
Minnesota. She also
creates jewelry in her
home studio, where
she loves the commute.

 Legacy Pinterest

 Legacy Blog

 Legacy Storify
 Legacy Public Art
Legacy Calendar
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Training Control
Center
Info Submitted by Jim Weikum, Mollie
Stanford & MaryLei Barclay

Provide a Shortcut to Social Security Services—Webinar Recording—
It’s not too late to learn about SSA
Express, a program that gives people
easy access to Social Security’s most
requested services, such as requesting replacement SSN cards and estimating retirement benefits. State
Library Services and the Social Security Administration’s St. Paul office
presented a webinar covering how to
install a secure shortcut to SSA Express on public computers and also
how to provide access via your library’s website. You can view the
webinar here.
Makerspaces 2.0: Don’t Just Build
a Makerspace; Create a Makerhub—School Library Journal October 26, 3:00pm Eastern—Librarians
are at the forefront of the makerspace
movement, but how do you build a
makerspace that actually gets students excited to be there and invent?
How do you get students (and teachers) to come back again and again?
How do you become a resource for
faculty and integrate into curriculum? Register
Library Design for Modern Human Behavior—Library Journal
October 25, 3:00pm Eastern—
Creating contemporary library spaces
that work with natural instincts and
human behavior can sound intimidating. What are natural human behaviors? What do people seek out in
spaces, and what makes them appealing to our senses? And how can we
design our library spaces with these
things in mind? Register
Strategic Merchandising & Collections that Circ—Library Journal
October 26, 4 week course Fee
$168.95—The second online course
on innovative ways to increase circulation, engage readers, and expand
your staff’s capacity for readers advisory. In this 4-week course, you will
hear weekly from guest speakers

from retail and library settings via
live webcasts. Additionally, participants will work with a dedicated
advisor who will provide one-on-one
feedback for your plan within an
online discussion group, where you
will work on weekly assignments
and share resources and best practices with a group of peers from
across the country. Register
Spring 2017 Adult Highlights
from Workman Publishing Company—Cisco November 1, 1:00pm
Central—”Every Book its reader” is
a Ranganathan Law we live by at
Workman Publishing Company.
Algonquin Books brings you literary
fiction and narrative nonfiction,
Timber Press offers fascinating gardening references, and Workman,
Storey, Artisan, and The Experiment are experts in lifestyle, cookbooks, crafts, and narrative science.
Register
Linked Data: Building the Future for Libraries—NoveList November 2, 2:00pm Eastern—The
web is moving from just delivering
results to delivering answers. What
if your library could change Google,
Siri, and other web agents from being competitors to partners? Do you
want to learn how your library can
increase traffic to your website and
your catalog with linked data?
Linked data has already changed
the way we search and get answers.
Libraries can be part of that evolution by providing trusted, curated
content to feed the growing web of
data. Register
Assessing the Library with Service Design—Library Journal October 20, 3:00pm Eastern—
Librarians are not new to designing
or assessing services, but we tend to
develop each service in isolation
from the other services we offer,
with little to no user input prior to
implementation. Service design allows for a more holistic and systemic look at the various systems
that make a library function. Assessing services through a systems
lens helps bring the barriers and
issues that users and staff may be
confronting to light. Register

Early Literacy Storytime Training—Arrowhead Library System October 21, 9am-4:30pm at ALS headquarters—Early Literacy Expert
Saroj Ghoting will be back in the Arrowhead region. She’ll be presenting
her STEP into Storytime Training
and focusing on effective literacy
practices for mixed-age storytimes.
The workshop will include: Information on child development; demonstration of storytime models; examples of how to present books/activities
in different ways to meet the needs of
the wide age range of children; ways
to share early literacy information as
part of storytime; time for hands-on
practice and idea sharing. Workshop
attendees are asked to bring: words
to an action rhyme/fingerplay or action song and a book that works well
for more than one age-group (0-18
months, 18-35 months, 3-5 years).
This event is open to all public,
school, academic, and special library
staff. Register
Tabletop Games and 21st Century
Skill Development—Infopeople November 9, 12:00pm Pacific—Have
you noticed many of your library users playing games? Have you ever
wondered if games can be in your
library for more than recreation? In
today’s culture, games are ubiquitous. Although commercial games are
recreational, they also provide opportunities for informal learning. In fact,
to play games players must use at
least one 21st Century Skill, and often players use multiple skills. Join
webinar presenter Lauren Hays as
she highlights how you can use
games in your library to foster skills
such as creativity, communication,
critical thinking, and collaboration,
vital to every library user needs.
Picture Books Galore—Cisco November 3, 1:00pm Central—Is there
anything more formative than picture books for a child’s love of reading? In this free on-hour webinar
you’ll discover new titles from Candlewick Press, Sourcebooks, Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, Groundwood
Books, and NorthSouth Books that
get children excited about reading.
Register
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Training Center
Take 2

Info Submitted by MaryLei Barclay

The Basics of Federal Grant Writing Workshop—ALA October 26,
1:30pm Central & October 27, 1:30pm
Central Fee $85.00—In this two-part
workshop, you will gain a fundamental understanding of the federal grant
writing process. Working with a fictional literacy program and an actual
Department of Education Request for
Proposal, grant writing experts Amy
Whitlock Jennings and Maureen
Meyer will work through a full grant
application. You will be able to ask
general questions via chat during the
live presentation and will have the
opportunity to ask organizational
specific questions during a Q&A following the presentation. Register
Sustaining and Developing STEM
Interest with Young Children—

Winnie-the-Pooh at 90:
Still the Best Bear in All
the World
Article Submitted by MaryLei Barclay

The Guardian by Brian Sibley
(Released 10/14/2016) - Reading Winnie-the-Pooh, it may be tempting to
think that AA Milne’s charming and
insouciant tales about the Bear of
Little Brain and his companions in
the Hundred Acre Wood tripped easily on to the page with scarcely any
authorial involvement. That is not
quite the case, as I discovered in con-

Apply for
Greatness
Info Submitted by Jim Weikum & MaryLei Barclay

29th Annual Ezra Jack Keats
Mini-Grant Program—The Ezra
Jack Keats Foundation, which fosters
children’s love of reading and creative
expression in our diverse culture,
celebrates the 29th year of its MiniGrant program with a call for proposals. Approximately 60 grants of up to
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TechSoup November 2, 10:00am Pacific—Young children are natural
scientists! But all too often, we believe that science, technology, engineering, and math are specialized
areas of knowledge that only specialized teachers or professionals can
develop. How can teachers, librarians, and early childhood advocates
ensure that young children sustain
their sense of inquiry, logic and love
of science and math as they enter
school? How can we help parents and
community members understand that
all children can develop STEM skills
and what are some practical ways
they can do so? Register
History Day 2017: The Best ELM
Resources—Minitex October 25,
3:00pm Central—The theme for National History Day 2017 is “Taking a
Stand in History.” This webinar will
highlight and demonstrate resources
in ELM that will help students develop rich, well-documented, and suctributing to the official sequel, The
Best Bear in All the World, which was
published on Thursday for Pooh’s
90th anniversary.
Today, Milne’s reputation is as a
writer for children, but before Christopher Robin and Pooh he was an
acclaimed playwright and an accomplished essayist, novelist and writer
of light verse. A 1920s polymath, his
lighter-than-air wit caught and reflected the gaiety of the decade.
This was the skill set that Milne
brought to his books for young readers: a consummate knack for creating
$500 each will be awarded to qualifying teachers and librarians at public
school and libraries across the country. The deadline for submissions is
March 31, 2017, and decisions will be
emailed to all applicants in early
May, allowing educators to plan for
the next academic year. Information
Opportunity for New ILL staff to
attend ALA in 2017—Minitex by
Carol Nelson 9/1/2016) - Are you new
to interlibrary loan and hoping to
attend the 2017 ALA Conference in
Chicago? You should consider apply-

cessful History Day projects.
Horizon 360: Beginning Circulation—SirsiDynix—Our recording of
“Horizon 360: Beginning Circulation” by Ken Bonney from October 5
is available now as an on-demand
training. Whether you weren’t able
to attend the presentation or you
just want to refresh your memory,
you can view the training here.
The WebJunction Experience:
Find Your Learning Flow—
WebJunction November 3, 3:00pm
Eastern—Find out how to make the
most of the WebJunction experience
from our very own online learning
experts. WebJunction’s live and recorded webinars, self-paced courses,
articles and resources can all play a
part in helping you meet your learning goals. Learn how to create a personal learning plan, set manageable
goals and find your learning flow.
Register
pin-sharp characterizations that
makes Pooh, Piglet et al so memorable, and droll, occasionally sardonic, dialogue that appeals to
readers of all ages. This is the work
of a playwright at play.
Attempting to capture some of
those qualities was a challenge, as
was trying to replicate Milne’s verbal and stylistic tricks, such as occasional Flurries of Capital Letters.
And as if that wasn’t enough, I took
the risky liberty, in my story,
“Winter”, of inviting a newcomer to
Pooh Corner. Penguin was inspired
by a long-overlooked… Article
ing for the STARS-Atlas Systems
Mentoring Award: Sponsored by
Atlas Systems, Inc., this award offers two gifts of $1,250 to fund
travel expenses associated with attending ALA’s annual conference.
Each recipient will be a library
practitioner who is new to the field
of interlibrary loan/document delivery or electronic reserves, and who
has daily, hands-on involvement in
the areas of borrowing, lending,
document delivery, electronic reserves, etc. Deadline is December 9,
2016. More information
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Thinking Outside
Arrowhead
Articles submitted by MaryLei Barclay

Honda introduces ‘Don’t Block
LGBTQ Act’ to ensure access to
information—Bay Area Reporter
(Released 10/6/2016) - Congressman
Honda has introduced the Don’t
Block LGBTQ Act, which would ensure LGBTQ resources aren’t blocked
at public schools and libraries, his
office announced September 29. Currently, public schools and libraries
that get internet service subsidies
through the e-Rate program have to
filter content so that obscene content,
child pornography, and “content
harmful to minors” is blocked, according to Honda’s office. However, individual schools and libraries “can
block useful LGBT resources that are
not sexually explicit in any way,” the
announcement says. Article
DCPL Sees Spike in Library Card
Applications Amid Free
ShopHouse
Promo—DCist
RaArticle Submitted
by MaryLei by
Barclay
chel Sadon (Released 10/5/2016) - If
politics is the great divider then free
food is the great uniter—and it is getting a whole bunch of people back to
their public libraries. D.C. librarians
reported a steady uptick in customers
requesting new or replacement library cards yesterday in order to take
advantage of a promotion from
ShopHouse: anyone who flashed a
library card yesterday was entitled to
a free bowl of their choosing. Lines
(and some shortages) were reported
at many of the region’s eight locations
of the Chipotle of Southeast Asian
food as the day wore on. Meanwhile,
new library sign-ups more than tripled in the wake of the deal’s announcement according to DCPL.
Article Submitted by MaryLei Barclay
Article

Title

What’s Happenin’
Arrowhead

Texas prisons ban ‘The Color Purple’ and book about Jackie Robinson but not ‘Mein Kampf’ - Washington Post by Derek Hawkins
(Released 9/29/2016) - Adolf Hitler’s
“Mein Kampf” is allowed, but an illustrated history of World War II isn’t. A 700-page defense of racial segregation is fine, but not Langston

Hughes’s poetry. Kinky paperback memoir? No problem.
Suggestive Shakespearean
sonnets? No way. Welcome to
the Texas Department of
Criminal Justice, home to
140,000 prisoners and a list of 15,000
banned books. Article
Huntington Library [CA] sets out
to decode thousands of Civil War
telegrams hidden for a century:
‘It’s mind-boggling’ - Los Angeles
Times by Jeffrey Felishman
(Released 8/19/2016) - They ticked
out news of typhoid, scurvy and fear.
They spoke of long marches and vast
battles. They hummed with frailty
and humor, fretting over drunken
soldiers and praising the unwavering
president of a fraying republic. They
clacked in broken rhythms that rang
with the ominous: “We will not remain undisturbed tonight. Even the
Rail Road men have been ordered to
leave.” The 15,971 telegrams—hidden
in a wooden foot locker for more than
a century—scrolled like a Twitter
feed through the Civil War. The messages from the Union side, many
tapped out in code to elude Confederate forces, carried the urgings and
reflections of Abraham Lincoln, Gen.
Ulysses S. Grant and other prominent players. Article. (NOTE from
CMLE: The library is working with
Zooniverse to put the documents
online at the Decoding the Civil War
Website. Check out the official site of
the project for a glimpse into the decoding process.)
Library of Congress allows visitors to view beautiful ceremonial
room—The Washington Post by
Peggy McGlone (Released 10/10/2016)
- Librarian of Congress Carla Hayden
has opened the stately Ceremonial
Room of the Jefferson Building to the
public, a symbolic gesture that nonetheless reveals her focusing on connecting the library to everyday
Americans. The architecturally beautiful room served as the office of the
Librarians from 1897 to 1980. With
its dome ceiling, murals and ornate
plasterwork, the room is a majestic
backdrop that has hosted ceremonial
events since the Librarian’s office was

moved to the Madison Building.
Article
Librarians Learn Mental
Health First Aid in San
Diego—KPBS by Michael Lipkin (released 10/4/2016) - Librarians from across the state met in
San Diego late last month to learn
how to spot warning signs of mental
illness. The training, part of a $1
million mental health initiative
from the California State Library,
certified about 30 librarians as
trainers, who will conduct training
sessions of their own for local librarians. Article
Workshop helps immigrants create videos for history project—
Star Tribune (Released 10/5/2016) A Detroit-area workshop seeks to
help immigrants create videos for a
national history project. The workshop is Thursday and Friday at the
Arab American National Museum
in Dearborn as part of an effort led
by the University of Minnesota’s
Immigration History Research Center. Article
Writers Help Washington County
[MN] women inmates express
themselves—Pioneer Press by Mary
Divine (Released 10/7/2016) - Briana Rice of New Richmond, WI, was
one of five women inmates who participated in a two-week creative
writing workshop taught by professional writers Diego Vazquez Jr.
and Marcie Rendon. The Washington County sheriff’s office received a
$10,000 grant from the Metropolitan Regional Arts Council for the
program, which will be offered
again in December and March.
Article
A Library of Congress and Galileo Museum Between Releases
Interactive Multimedia Online
Resource—InfoDocket by Gary
Price (Filed 10/12/2016) - The Geography and Map Division of the Library of Congress and the Galileo
Museum in Italy, today unveiled a
multi-media interactive website
that celebrates the life and times of
the 16th-century cartographer Martin Waldseemuller… Article
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Office of Management and
Budget Plans to Launch
Cyber.gov

National Agenda provides action plan
Article Submitted by MaryLei Barclay

Article Submitted by MaryLei Barclay

InfoDocket by Gary Price (Filed 10/12/2016) With just one month under his belt, the country’s first federal chief information security officer says he’s launching a one-stop-shop for cybersecurity guidance and good ideas.
“Cyber.gov will be a repository for best practices,” said retired Brig. Gen. Greg Touhill, the
federal CISO, during an Oct. 11 AFCEA chapter Cybersecurity Summit in Washington, D.C.
“Sadly, nearly every single cyber incident that
our [Industrial Control Systems cyber Emergency Response team] responds to could be prevented,” Touhill said.
The site will launch in a couple of weeks, and
Touhill said his staff is working on setting up
basic guidance on the site. Article

Nobel Prize in
Literature won by
Bob Dylan

Article Submitted by MaryLei Barclay

The Guardian by Hannah EllisPetersen and Alison Flood (Released
10/13/2016) - For more than six decades he has remained a mythical
force in music, his gravelly voice and
poetic lyrics musing over war, heartbreak, betrayal, death and moral
faithlessness in songs that brought
beauty to life’s greatest tragedies.

What’s Happenin’
Arrowhead
Info Submitted by Mollie Stanford & MaryLei
Barclay

Minnesota History Day—The Duluth Public Library will be hosting a
History Day Hullabaloo on Saturday,
January 7, 2017, 11:00am-3:00pm.
Students can receive a one-on-one
guidance from a History Day staff or
mentor and ask librarians who are on
staff for research help and identifying

Coalition to Advance Learning (Released 9/20/2016) - Cultural institutions across the library, archives and museum (LAM) sectors seek
solid footing on the ever-shifting sands of rapid change. Strengthening continuing education and professional development (CE/PD) at
these institutions helps their staff deliver more relevant, successful
services to their communities. Through collaboration and resource
sharing across the sectors, leading institutions can accomplish more
together than independently. The newly published National Agenda
for Continuing Education and Professional Development across Libraries, Archives and Museums is a strategic planning framework
ready to put into action at your organization. This framework is intended to guide the systemic strengthening of CE/PD across the
landscape of funders, professional associations, program administrators, and trainers working with libraries, archives, and museums.
All library, archives and museum organizations with an interest in
CE/PD are invited to consider how they might contribute toward
these national, collective goals. Institutional leadership may find the
National Agenda useful when conducting organizational planning,
alignment, fundraising and awareness raising activities. Leaders,
Program hosts and administrators, designers, trainers and instructors can all find inspiration in the National Agenda. Article

But Bob Dylan’s place as one of the
world’s greatest artistic figures was
elevated further on Thursday when
he was named the surprise winner of
the Nobel prize in literature “for having created new poetic expressions
within the great American song tradition”.
After the announcement, the permanent secretary of the Swedish Academy, Sara Danius, said it had “not
been a difficult decision” and she
hoped the academy would not be criticized for its choice.

resources for their projects. National
History Day Website
Shakespeare’s first folio
opens at Tweed—Duluth
Budgeteer by Teri Cadeau
(10/7/2016) - After nearly two
years of anticipation, Shakespeare’s First Folio opened at
the Tweed Museum at the
University of Minnesota Duluth this week. “We’ve been
planning this for a long time
and it’s finally here,” said Krista SueLo Twu, head of the English depart-

“We hoped the news would be received with joy, but you never
know,” she said, comparing the
songs of the American songwriter
to the works of Homer and Sappho.
“We’re really giving it to Bob Dylan
as a great poet—that’s the reason
we awarded him the prize. He’s a
great poet in the great English tradition, stretching from Milton and
Blake onwards. And he’s a very
interesting traditionalist, in a
highly original way, Not just the
written tradition, but also the oral
one; not just high literature, but
also low literature.” Article
ment and organizer of the exhibition. The rare book was placed in
the middle of a room, under a temperature and humidity-controlled 1/4inch-thick case. Its
pages are opened to
the most quoted line
from Shakespeare
and one of the most
quoted lines in the
world: “To be or not
to be” from Hamlet.
Article
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MaryLei’s Links That Have No Place
To Go





Facebook, Amazon, Google, IBM and
Microsoft come together to create the
Partnership on AI



2016 ULC Top Innovators



Hein offers online slavery collection
for free



From CMLE: Check Out Some Fun
Library Apps: Boopsie, Gabbie, and
Remind



2016 Election Resources



10 Important Ways to Preserve Your
Valuable Genealogical Documents
and Records

Stanford’s Links to Assess



Girls’ Life vs. Boys’ Life? Magazine
covers spark an uproar

New Titles in the ALS Professional Collection



Open Textbooks: OpenStax, OER
Commons Partner on Community
Hubs

